Are Your Marketing Efforts Going Nowhere? How The Big Boys Make The Big Money Playing Dirty!
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Dear Friend,

Are you spinning your wheels when it comes to Internet Marketing? Have you been trying whatever one else is doing only to find it's not working for you? Do you think there is a reason everyone else seems to be able to win the game of Internet Marketing but you? To answer your question. Yes, there is a reason you're not succeeding or not doing as well with Internet Marketing as you hoped or planned for. I got news for you. All the planning and the hoping in the world isn't going to make you rich. Playing by the rules and learning what the "pros" are doing months or years after they do it also isn't going to accomplish much of anything. This all comes down to one thing. It's not what you know. It's who you know. You're In Luck Because... I've been winning big time with Internet Marketing for the past few years and each year is better than the next. By better I of course mean a higher and higher income. A true friend and mentor of mine showed me the way and I feel it's my duty as a responsible Internet Marketer to spread the word.
Not only am I going to spill the beans I am going to guarantee you'll succeed if you do exactly what I say in this playbook. There is no filler or fluff in this publication. You'll simply learn what you need to know and I'll let the "guru's" spoon feed someone else. Playing Dirty 101! Now of course nothing in here is illegal or unethical in any way. This is how it's really done and I'm not afraid to say it. I am always going to make money doing this and there is plenty of money out there on the Internet and I'm going to show you:

Highlights: 1) Scaring Your Visitors Into Buying It might sound hard to scare someone online since you can't actually see them and they can't see you. But there are some psychological triggers you can pull to get the adrenaline flowing in your visitors turning them into customers. 2) The Fine Art of Persuasion Again, if you're thinking none of the traditional marketing tricks work online. You're actually right. Partially. Put a little twist on an old trick and it becomes your best friend. You'll soon find out just how effective this one dirty little trick is! Here is what you will learn inside this guide....

Why not listing your products price is a major step in the right direction How you can make anyone buy anything with a tried and true trick The real way to turn a visitor into a customer in three simple steps When trash talking is the right thing to do and being polite won't work A dirty but legal way to get other people to sell your stuff for you How a simple count down will have you counting zero's in your bank account The coveted "WIIFM" tactic that you too can use just like the big guys Creating a controversy at the drop of a hat with 100 guaranteed success Minor factors that will have a major impact on your marketing profits How to shock your customers into buying whatever it is you're selling And a lot more!

How Much Is That Worth To You? I've seen books that don't contain half of the information I'm going to give you sell in the stores for thirty, forty, even fifty dollars. Thinking about everyone that's sunk their hard-earned marketing dollars into these quick fixes is enough to make me want to scream. If they only knew how much value they weren't getting for their dollar! I firmly believe that everyone should have access to this information, which is why I'm offering my e-book at a bargain price— with a money back guarantee to boot! 100 "Love It or Leave It" 90 Day Money-Back Guarantee! If you're not totally thrilled with Dirty Marketing Playbook - Dirty Tactics You'll Need for whatever reason at all, simply send me an email and I'll cheerfully refund 100 your money with the click of a button. You've got a full 90 days to try out the material. This is a no questions asked, no fuss money-back guarantee I like to adopt. Is that fair or what? Look at it this way - $27 really is a drop in the bucket compared to the time and money you can save yourself by avoiding all the other books and tutorials out there. Why spend a fortune learning how to quilt, when you can do so for a much better
price?
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